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Research Article
Marcela Arango-Ospina*, Leena Hupa, and Aldo R. Boccaccini*

Bioactivity and dissolution behavior of
boron-containing bioactive glasses under static
and dynamic conditions in different media
apatite layer (HCA) on the surface of the glass. Additionally, bioactive glasses release ions that could activate the
expression of osteogenic genes and promote angiogeneAbstract: The present study reports the dissolution studsis [3, 4]. Since the discovery of Bioglassr by Hench et
ies of a family of boron-doped bioactive glasses based on
al. [5], research groups have been investigating the role
the composition ICIE16. Simulated body fluid (SBF), Trisof different oxides in the glass network to provide matebuffered solution and lactic acid were used as dissolution
rials with larger thermal processing window compared to
media for studies under static and dynamic conditions.
the 45S5 glass while keeping the bioactive behaviour. ElThe leaching of ions from the glasses under the evaluated
gayar et al. [6] reported a series of silicate-based glasses,
conditions and media was compared and the bioactive beincluding the ICIE16 glass which has a similar composihaviour of the glasses was evaluated. Influence of the intion to 45S5 with potassium as additional network modicorporation of boron in the thermal properties of the glass
fier. Different studies have reported the use of this glass for
was also analysed. Glasses exhibited faster bioactivity unthe preparation of scaffolds for bone tissue engineering [7–
der dynamic dissolution configuration compared to static
10].
conditions. Moreover, the glass dissolution rate was faster
Incorporation of therapeutic ions into bioactive
in acidic conditions than in SBF or Tris solutions. It was
glasses is of great interest due to the possibility to expand
found that at increasing boron content the dissolution of
the properties of the material and promote additional benthe glass is faster.
eficial effects, different biological active ions such as magKeywords: Bioactive glasses, dynamic dissolution, bioac- nesium, zinc, strontium and boron have been studied as
tivity, boron, silicate glasses, lactic acid
therapeutic agents in bone tissue engineering regarding
the effect on osteoblast activity and angiogenesis [11, 12].
The biological effects of boron on the stimulation of wound
healing, secretion of proangiogenic growth factors and up1 Introduction
regulation of bone formation markers in vitro [13], make
the incorporation of this ion into bioactive glasses interBioactive glasses have been considered interesting mateesting for potential applications in tissue engineering and
rials for applications in bone and soft tissue engineering
regenerative medicine. Different studies have successfully
due to their characteristic of forming an interfacial bondreported in vitro and in vivo the effect of such materials on
ing between the material and the body tissue [1, 2]. Afcellular activity and angiogenesis [14–17].
ter implantation, bioactive glasses go through specific reCharacterisation of the dissolution process of bioacactions that lead to the formation of a hydroxycarbonate
tive glasses in aqueous solutions is carried out in terms of
changes that occur not only on the surface of the glass but
also in the solution. These experiments are normally con*Corresponding Author: Marcela Arango-Ospina: Department
ducted under static conditions, which could lead to local
of Materials Science and Engineering, Institute of Biomaterials,
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, 91058 Erlangen, Germany; Email: ion saturation and increased pH values [18], thus dynamic
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Table 1: Chemical composition of experimental glasses (mol%)

Glass
ICIE16
4B ICIE16
8B ICIE16

SiO2
49.46
45.46
41.46

CaO
36.27
36.27
36.27

K2 O
6.6
6.6
6.6

Na2 O
6.6
6.6
6.6

P2 O5
1.07
1.07
1.07

B2 O3
4
8

elucidate the influence on thermal properties and dissolu- spring-loaded hand-press. Samples were heated to 500∘ C
tion behaviour of boron incorporation into the ICIE16 glass at 40∘ C/min and then at 5∘ C/min until fusion temperature
composition.
+ 50∘ C was reached. Images of samples were recorded every 5∘ C. The curve obtained from the sample height as a
function of temperature was used to determine the sintering temperature, the glass crystallisation domain and the
2 Methods
fusion temperature.
The IR absorption spectra of the samples were
2.1 Glass processing
obtained with Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR, IRAffinity-1S Shimadzu). Spectra were scanned in
The nominal oxide compositions of the glasses evaluated
absorbance mode over a wavenumber range of 4000 to
in this study are shown in Table 1. ICIE16 bioactive glasses
400 cm−1 with 40 scans at a resolution of 4 cm−1 .
were prepared following the melt-quench route from anX-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded using
alytical grade reagents including NaCO3 , K2 CO3 , MgO,
a diffractometer (Miniflex 600 HR, Rigaku, Japan) with a
CaCO3 , H3 BO3 , CaHPO4 ·2H2 O and commercial grade Belradiation source K-α line of copper at 1.54056 Å over a 2θ
gian quartz sand (SiO2 ). The reference glass was melted in
range from 10∘ to 60∘ with a step size of 0.02∘ .
∘
Pt crucibles at 1420 C for 1.5 h and the boron-containing
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Leo 1530; Leo,
glasses at 1200 for 1.5 h, all glasses were cast in graphite
Oberkochen,
Germany) and energy dispersive X-ray analmoulds and annealed at 520∘ C for 1 h followed by crushing
ysis (EDX, Thermo Scientific UltraDry, Thermo Scientific,
and a second melting process to ensure homogeneity. AfMadison, WI) were used to analyse the cross-section of
terwards, annealed glass blocks were crushed and sieved
the glass particles and SEM (Auriga, Carl-Zeiss, Jena, Gerto particles ranging from 300 to 500 µm. Particles were
many) to observe the surface morphology of the partirinsed with acetone in an ultrasonic bath several times uncles. Cross-section samples for SEM evaluation were pretil the solution was clear in order to remove fine powder
pared by casting the glass particles in epoxy followed
from the surface of the particles. After rinsing, the partiby a polishing process ranging from coarsest to fine Carcles were dried at 60∘ C.
biMet™silicon carbide grinding papers of 280, 500 and
1000 grit size with a final polish of approximately 8.4 micron.

2.2 Characterisation techniques

The glass transition temperature Tg and the crystallisation
temperature Tc of the glasses were determined with differential scanning calorimetry, DSC (Netzsch STA 449 F1
Jupiterr ). The measurements were performed in platinum
pans in N2 atmosphere on 50 mg samples with particle size
lower than 45 µm. A heating rate of 10∘ C/min was set for
all glasses until 1200∘ C for ICIE16 glass and 1050∘ C for the
boron-containing glasses.
The sintering temperature Tsi , deformation and fusion temperatures Tf were estimated from the changes
in sample shape and height by means of a hot stage microscope (HSM, Misura Expert Systems). Sample preparation was carried out by pressing glass particles (< 45 µm)
into cylinders of 3 mm height and 2 mm diameter with a

2.3 In vitro dissolution studies
Three media were used to investigate the dissolution of the
glasses, namely simulated body (SBF), Tris-buffered solution (50mM) (Trizma base, Sigma–Aldrich) adjusted at pH
7.4 with 1 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) and 0.5 M lactic acid
solution. SBF was selected to moreover study the bioactivity of the glasses and was prepared according to the protocol of Kokubo et al. [19], Tris-buffered solution was used to
identify the leaching ions of the glass without having the
interference of other ions in solution during ICP-OES measurements and lactic acid was of interest to study the effect
of an acidic environment on bioactive glasses. Two parallel
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tests were carried out for all experiments and for some time
points more tests were performed. The standard deviation
of the parallel results is shown on the plots reported in the
figures. For static dissolution studies 75 mg of glass particles were added in 50 ml of medium, as reported in previous studies [20] and placed in an orbital shaker at 37∘ C
with agitation at 90 rpm. After immersion of the particles
at different time points the pH was measured, the supernatant was separated from the particles and analysed with
inductively coupled plasma optical emissions spectrometer (ICP-OES, PerkinElmer Optima 5300 DV, Shelton, CT).
Dynamic dissolution studies were performed with a
continuous flow-through-cell set-up as described in detailed elsewhere [21, 22]. The Teflon sample cell was filled
with glass particles (225 ± 5 mg) and random packing was
assumed, filters of 0.3 µm pore size were renewed after
each experiment to avoid sample contamination. A peristaltic pump fed the solution through the particles with
a flow rate of 0.2 ml/min established to achieve laminar
flow [22]. The temperature in all the experiments was set
to 37 ± 1∘ C. Between experiments the peristaltic pump was
calibrated to ensure the right flow rate, tubing was rinsed
with diluted HCl and ultra-pure water and sample cells
were cleaned in an ultrasound bath. The solution was periodically collected for ICP-OES analysis and pH measurements

3 Results
3.1 Thermal properties
Figure 1 presents the DSC thermograms and HSM sintering curves for all glasses. The characteristic temperatures
obtained from both techniques are shown in Table 2. The
glass transition temperature Tg was determined from the
DSC curve at the inflexion point of the first endotherm [23],
whereas the crystallisation temperature Tc was taken from
the maximum of the exothermic peak.

3.2 In vitro bioactivity
Figure 2 summarises the FTIR results used to determine
the presence of calcium phosphate (CaP) deposition on the
glass particles after immersion in SBF. XRD patterns are
also shown in Figure 2. The spectra show Si-O-Si stretch
and Si-O-Si bending vibrational modes at around 1030
cm−1 and 470 cm−1 , respectively. After 7 days immersion
in SBF all glasses exhibited adsorption bands at approxi-

mately 560 cm−1 and 605 cm−1 corresponding to P-O bending vibrations which could be attributed to HCA formation [24], but are also characteristic of the presence of orthophosphates, therefore XRD patterns were also evaluated. After 3 days immersion in SBF peaks at 2θ 32∘ and
46∘ were observed for both ICIE16 and 4B ICIE16 glasses
and after 7 days for 8B ICIE16, these peaks are indicative
of HCA formation [25].
The surface morphology of glass particles was evaluated with SEM. Figure 3 presents the surface changes of all
glasses after immersion in SBF for 1, 3 and 7 days. Correlating the FTIR and XRD results with the images, after 7 days a
cauliflower-like apatite structure is visible on all glass surfaces, after 3 days immersion the reference glass surface
presents apatite formation while for the boron-containing
glasses this occurs in a lower extent. After 1 day immersion
it is possible to observe the deposition of layers on the surface of the glasses. After 7 days, mainly three regions are
distinguishable, the bulk glass, followed by a thick silicarich layer and a thin CaP layer.
Ion concentrations during the dissolution process of
the glasses were determined with ICP-OES, Figure 4 shows
the dissolution profiles of Si, Na, Ca, K, P and B up to 2
weeks immersion of the glasses under static conditions.
The results show that the silicon, calcium, sodium, potassium and boron contents in SBF supernatants increased
as boron content in glass increased, while the phosphorous concentration decreased. Silicon concentrations increased with time up to 3 days immersion in SBF, afterwards the concentration was constant indicating the
breakup of the silica network occurring after 3 days immersion. The fact that the phosphorus concentration decreased implies the formation of the CaP layer on the
glass [26], the initial rate at which the phosphorous concentration decreased was observed to depend on the glass
boron content being higher for 8B ICIE16 [27].
Plots of pH profiles of SBF supernatants as function
of immersion time are depicted in Figure 5. The higher
pH values were observed for increasing boron content in
glass compositions, 8B ICIE16 reached values above 8 after 1 week incubation, while for the reference glass at the
same time point a value below 7.8 was measured.
Continuous flow studies in SBF were carried out up to
three days on the ICIE16 and 4B ICIE16 glasses. Figure 6
illustrates the formation of the different layers on the reference glass surface. In comparison to static measurements
in SBF, after 3 days in contact with medium, a thicker CaP
layer is visible, implying a faster bioactive behaviour of the
glass under dynamic conditions.
As shown in Figure 7, FTIR spectra and XRD patterns
demonstrate the formation of a HCA layer after 3 days
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Table 2: Thermal properties of bioactive glasses measured with DSC and HSM

Glass
ICIE16
4B ICIE16
8B ICIE16

Tg (∘ C)
DSC
625
598
584

Tc (∘ C)
DSC
825
800
800

Tsi (∘ C)
HSM
685
660
650

Txi (∘ C)
HSM
780
720
700

Txf (∘ C)
HSM
1050
1095
1100

Tf (∘ C)
HSM
1130
1240
1215

∆T=Txi -Tg
(∘ C)
155
122
116

Figure 1: DSC and HSM curves for ICIE16, 4B ICIE16 and 8B ICIE16 glasses

immersion in SBF under dynamic conditions, more pronounced adsorption bands characteristic of HCA formation [24] are visible at 560 cm−1 and 605 cm−1 compared
to static experiments. A change in the shape of the amorphous halo and peaks developing at 2θ 26∘ and 32∘ (typical
of HCA) are recognisable from the XRD patterns. In relation
to the results of the static set-up, a faster deposition of HCA
is observed on the glasses under dynamic conditions.

3.3 Dissolution studies
3.3.1 Dissolution studies in Tris under static conditions
To evaluate the ion dissolution behaviour of all glasses
without having any interference from the media with
the ICP-OES measurement, Tris-buffered solution was selected. Samples were immersed in Tris under the same
conditions as the previously described in vitro bioactivity
studies in SBF. Figure 8, shows the cross-section image of
ICIE16 glass particles after different immersion times in
Tris. Similar to the results of dissolution studies in SBF,
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Figure 2: FTIR spectra and XRD patterns from all glass compositions after 0, 1, 3 and 7 days immersion in SBF under static conditions

Figure 3: SEM images of glass particles after immersion in SBF during different times under static conditions showing the surface changes.
Ref: ICIE16, 4B:4B ICIE16, 8B: 8B ICIE16
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Figure 4: Ion dissolution profiles of ICIE16, 4B ICIE16 and 8B ICIE16 in SBF under static conditions as function of immersion time
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Figure 5: pH variation after immersion of the glasses in different media
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Figure 6: SEM images of cross-sectional surfaces of ICIE16 glass particles under dynamic dissolution studies in SBF after different immersion times

Figure 7: FTIR spectra and XRD patterns from ICIE16 and 4B ICIE16 after 1 and 3 days immersion in SBF under dynamic conditions
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Figure 8: SEM images of cross-sectional surfaces of ICIE16 glass particles under static dissolution studies in Tris after different immersion
times

three clear layers are observed. No distinct differences in values between samples are identified, the pH increased
the CaP layer thickness were noticed with immersion time. with decreasing boron content on the glasses, being the
As shown in Figure 5, the pH of the initial Tris solution reference glass the composition with higher pH values afincreased from 7.40 to a maximum of 8.12 (8B ICIE16) af- ter 7 days of around 2.28. Ion release profiles of lactic acid
ter 14 days immersion. The glasses exhibit a fast release of after immersion of the glasses are shown in Figure 12. The
silicon during the first 3 days immersion in Tris-buffered concentrations of calcium, potassium, sodium and phossolution, it is noticeable that the fast release of all ions phorus in the media reached maximum values during the
during the first hours corresponds to the glass with higher first day of immersion, afterwards a stable concentration
boron content (Figure 9). All glasses showed a similar pH value for those ions was observed which might be an inincrease during the first 24 hours. Subsequently, pH values dication that the dissolution of the glass occurred mainly
increased with increasing boron content.
during the first 24 hours.

3.3.2 Dissolution studies in Tris under dynamic
conditions

3.3.4 Dissolution studies in lactic acid under dynamic
conditions

FTIR spectra of the glasses after 3 days immersion in Tris
are shown in Figure 10, all characteristic vibrational bands
for HCA previously mentioned are detected in all samples,
additionally the presence of carbonate group can be distinguished corresponding to the peak around 800 cm−1
which could be assigned to the bending mode of C-O [24].
The reference glass showed the higher concentration
of silicon released in Tris, followed by the 8B ICIE16 glass,
this trend was observed in all release profiles (Figure 11). It
can also be observed that the fastest dissolution occurred
during the first 8 hours, reaching a stable value after 24
hours immersion.

The pH values of the glass supernatants showed a fast increased during the first hour reaching a maximum value
for the reference glass of approximately 2.5 followed by 2.4
and 2.3 for 4B and 8B ICIE16 glasses respectively. After 8
hours the pH reached a stable value of around 2 for all the
samples. In accordance to the pH results, the concentration of ions in the media under dynamic conditions (Figure 13) indicated a fast dissolution of the glasses during
the first 8 hours, reaching concentrations close to zero of
all ions except for silicon.

4 Discussion
3.3.3 Dissolution studies in lactic acid under static
conditions

4.1 Thermal properties

Changes in pH values after static immersion of the glass
particles in lactic acid can be seen in Figure 5. After 1 day
immersion a fast pH increase occurred up to 2.20 for all
glasses, the increment of pH is expected due to the dissolution of the glass. After 3 days immersion differences in pH

The higher crystallisation temperature obtained for the reference glass in comparison to the boron containing samples, indicates the decrease of glass stability to crystallisation with addition of boron into the glass network. A
decrease of Tg and Tc values was observed with increasing boron content, this is in agreement with the litera-
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Figure 9: Ion dissolution profiles of ICIE16, 4B ICIE16 and 8B ICIE16 in Tris under static conditions as function of immersion time
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100∘ C with a decreasing behaviour with increasing boron
content.

4.2 In vitro bioactivity

Figure 10: FTIR spectra of ICIE16, 4B ICIE16 and 8B ICIE16 glasses
after 3 days immersion in Tris-buffered solution under dynamic
conditions

ture [28] and might be an indication that the polymerisation of the silicate network results from the maintenance
of the charge balance after network addition. From HSM
data, all glasses showed single step sintering behaviour,
the sintering temperature Tsi shifted to lower values with
increasing B content. The glass crystallisation domain defined by the temperatures at the beginning and end of the
plateau (Txi and Txf ) was larger for samples with B compared to the reference glass; the beginning of crystallisation occurs at a higher temperature for the ICIE16 glass
compared to the boron-containing samples, while the temperature at the end of the crystallisation process increased
with increasing B content. The temperature difference ∆T
between the onset of crystallisation Txi and Tg provides information of the glass thermal processing window and is
an indication of the glass resistance to crystallisation upon
heating. It is important to consider this temperature difference for the processing of glasses for instance into specific
shapes such as 3D scaffolds without exhibiting crystallisation behaviour. ∆T values for all glasses were greater than

Silica-based bioactive glasses are known for being reactive materials after being in contact with body fluids or
analogous solutions. A series of reactions occur on their
surface which leads to bone bonding, starting with a partial dissolution of the glass surface triggering the formation of a silica-rich layer and eventually the precipitation
of amorphous calcium phosphate which then crystallises
in HCA [2, 29, 30]. To evaluate the bioactive behaviour of
glasses and the formation of a HCA layer on their surface,
SBF solution has been commonly used since it contains a
similar ionic concentration to human blood plasma [19].
In this study the bioactivity of ICIE16, 4B ICIE16 and 8B
ICIE16 glasses was evaluated by soaking the glass particles
in SBF solution under static and dynamic conditions. For
the glass with the highest concentration of boron, the deposition of apatite like structures on the surface seems to
be slower compared to the other compositions which is in
disagreement with the literature in terms of the fast conversion to HA characteristic of borosilicate glasses [12, 27, 31].
Nevertheless, this rapid conversion has been shown for
higher amounts of boron into the glass composition i.e.
25-75% compared to the 4 and 8 mol% used in this study,
therefore further structural characterisation of the glasses
is needed to determine the role of B in the glass network
and how it is affecting the apatite formation ability of the
glass [32].

4.3 Dissolution studies under static and
dynamic conditions
During the glass dissolution process an increase of the solution pH takes place due to the ion exchange mechanism
between the cations from the glass and the protons of the
solution, this pH change depends significantly on the glass
dissolution rate [26, 33]. The boron containing samples exhibited higher values of pH during the first hours of immersion in all dissolution media compared to the reference
glass, which could be attributed to a faster dissolution behaviour.
As can be observed in Figure 14, after 1 day under continuous flow the thickness of the deposition layers on the
surface of the ICIE16 glass is larger compared to the static
results in Tris. Which could be an indication of the faster
dissolution of the glass under dynamic conditions. In ac-
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Figure 11: Ion dissolution profiles of ICIE16, 4B ICIE16 and 8B ICIE16 in Tris under dynamic conditions as function of immersion time
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Figure 12: Ion dissolution profiles of ICIE16, 4B ICIE16 and 8B ICIE16 in lactic acid under static conditions as function of immersion time
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Figure 13: Ion dissolution profiles of ICIE16, 4B ICIE16 and 8B ICIE16 in lactic acid under dynamic conditions as function of immersion time
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Figure 14: SEM images of cross-sectional surfaces of ICIE16 glass particles under dynamic dissolution studies in Tris after different immersion times

cordance with the ion release concentration profiles the
silica network breakup occurred already after two days immersion compared to the three days under static conditions.
Solutions used for in vitro studies of bioactive glasses
are generally set to pH values corresponding to the biological conditions in the human body, nevertheless few studies have reported the dissolution of bioactive glasses under acidic conditions [34–37]. The reason to use this kind
of solution is to mimic conditions in which an acidic environment is locally developed, for example due to bacterial infections during implantation or when glasses are
used in combination with polymers with degradation products that induce an acidic surrounding (i.e. PLA) [34, 35].
It is of interest to study the effect of such acidic environment on the dissolution of bioactive glasses, therefore lactic acid was used in this study. Compared to static dissolution studies, the dissolution of the glasses was faster under dynamic conditions which happened during the first 8
hours for the continuous flow set-up and during the first
day for the static conditions. This information agrees with
the higher pH values measured during the dynamic experiments compared to the values recorded under static conditions. Additionally, the dissolution in acidic conditions
was shown to be dependent on the boron content of the
glass compositions indicating that with increasing B content the glass dissolution is faster under both static and
dynamic configurations.

materials are still suitable for application as 3D structures or coatings. The bioactivity of the glasses was evaluated by immersing the glasses in SBF under static and
dynamic conditions. The reference glass showed a faster
bioactive behaviour under dynamic conditions compared
to the boron-containing glasses in both static and dynamic
conditions. Glass dissolution studies in different media
(SBF, Tris and lactic acid) under static and dynamic conditions were carried out to obtain information about the
leaching kinetics and chemical resistance of the glasses.
There was a similar dissolution behaviour of the glasses
in Tris and SBF with similar pH increase. With increasing
boron content in the glass composition, a faster glass dissolution in all media was obtained. In accordance with the
literature [34, 37] the pH of dissolution media has a strong
effect on the ion release of bioactive glasses, the ion release
concentration profiles showed faster glass dissolution in
acidic environments compared to solutions with physiological pH value.

5 Conclusion

Ethical approval: The conducted research is not related to
either human or animals use.

Silicate-based bioactive glasses containing boron were
successfully produced based on the reference glass ICIE16.
Incorporation of boron in the silicate glass network induced changes in the thermal properties of the glass. The
stability to crystallisation upon heating slightly decreased
with boron content from 155 to 116∘ C, consequently these
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